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You smile calmly at the executive team, and resist the urge to throw your

phone at them. You calm down in time to realize you don't actually have

a specific method of quantifying revenue from the blog.

“Damn."

So you mumble something about how “a fraction of blog traffic clicks

over to the homepage, and the homepage converts at 6% to free trial…

so…"

But no one seems to be satisfied with this answer, including you.

After some back and forth, you leave the meeting upset.

You're upset that:

1. People aren't valuing the traffic your blog is generating

2. You don't have a better answer to the question:

How To Convert Blog
Traffic Into Customers
With CTAs
Here's the scenario: You run content marketing for a
startup, or a company a little further along. You're in a
management meeting, humbly bragging about how much
traffic the blog is getting, and the Founder asks:

“But how do we know we're making money from this traffic?
How much revenue did we generate from it last month?"



What's the strategy for converting blog readers into customers?

The truth is, you don't need to fumble over this answer, but if you haven't

thought about it in a systematic way, you will.

Today we'll be talking about the overall strategy and where to place calls

to action, so you can have a solid and concise answer when someone asks

you how you're growing revenue.

Overview: The Reader to Revenue Strategy

Here's a super simple framework for understanding how you're

converting readers into customers.

You convert readers to customers in just 2 ways:

1. Through direct links to sales pages

2. By capturing reader emails and emailing them.

That's it.

Once you put your conversion strategy into that simple framework, you

can move on to measuring how both funnels are doing and then

increasing the conversion rate.

Today, we'll talk about how to measure the traffic your content is sending

your key sales pages, what pages to send traffic to, and the best places to

put those links. Where I can, I'll show you real data from client sites.

How to measure how much traffic you're
sending to sales pages

There's this funny thing about measuring conversion rates. It's literally

the most important part of this process, but I'm always surprised at how

many clients I work with that don't do it.

They have decent blog traffic but don't have a clear method of measuring

how much revenue is generated from that traffic. They just end up

believing that they're making good money from that traffic.



If you're running content marketing, "vague feelings" aren't good

enough to convince your team that you're getting a solid ROI. And if

you're not measuring things properly, you definitely won't know how

big that ROI is (or if it's positive).

Once you measure how many customers you're generating, anyone at the

company can see, in plain daylight, how much revenue you and your

team are generating. Explaining ROI to bosses will become super simple.

Improving performance will become more systematic. And when that

revenue number is substantive, the benefit of your team's work on the

company's top line will be crystal clear. Then you can walk through the

office with some serious swagger.

Here's how you do it.

You will need to implement 'blog to customer' analytics. They will need to

be simple so that people can:

1. Actually use them

2. Easily understand them

Note: In the examples below, for simplicity, I'm going to assume that all
blog traffic goes to a homepage – which then converts visitors to sign up
for a trial of your product or service. You can, of course, send blog traffic
anywhere, and the analytics are largely analogous.

Step 1: Set up GA goals to count a “conversion"

Note: If your company already has this setup properly, skip to the next
step.

The easiest way I've found to setup a conversion goal is to use a

destination goal for the confirmation or thank you page when someone

signs up, or purchases.

For example: A SaaS site like Basecamp would have a conversion goal

that tracks the number of unique visitors that make it to this page:



…which is the success page for setting up an account. One caveat: the url

for these success pages can sometimes be a bit unique and even

dynamic, but your tech team should still be able to setup the goal in such

a way that it measures every signup.

Do this for every conversion you want to track. For example, Basecamp

would also have a separate goal for tracking paid conversions (probably a

“payment successful" page).

If you run an e-commerce company, you can just use the GA e-commerce

integration, which is explained in this video by Google, or this GA help

page.

Step 1a (optional): Set up a revenue estimate for that goal.

For SaaS free trials, or or other physical services (like, say, Airbnb) you can

also input an estimate of average revenue that each conversion is worth:

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Basecamp_signup_success.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEpq3nYeZBc
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/1009612?hl=en


Step 2: Use the Landing Page Report to see
conversion rates

After about a week of tracking goals, you can use a pre-built GA report to

easily see how many conversion events came from visitors who

originated on any page: Landing Pages.

Just to go Behavior > Site Content > Landing Pages, and GA shows the

conversion rate, total conversions, and revenue for visitors that land on

various pages throughout your site.

Here's an example from one of our clients who gets over 100,000 uniques

to their blog a month:

I've whited out the urls for confidentiality, but you can interpret the

conversion rate number for each row as:

How many people who entered our site via this URL ended up

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/goal_value.jpg
http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Landing_Pages_-_Google_Analytics.jpg


completing this goal?

If each goal has a monetary value to it, then you're all set. Now you can

show the whole company how many people that entered the site via
your blog are converting!

Step 3 (Optional): Use Funnels and/or UTM
parameters to show the path people take

One thing that should be made clear: when you use the landing page

report, you don't get to see the details of the path your readers took on

their way to converting – just whether they converted or not:

Of course, after you measure the conversion rates, you'll want to improve
them. And to do that, you'll need to know what path the readers are

taking.

So how do you get insight into the conversion path?

Conversion Path Method 1: Funnels

If you know some likely funnels beforehand, then you can set them up

when you make your conversion goal, and GA will show you the

percentage of people moving through each step.

For example: If you know that basically everyone who signs up for your

free trial goes from the homepage to the signup page, then when you

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/grow_and_convert_canvas.jpg


setup the free trial goal, you can specify those steps:

And now you can use the “funnel visualization" report to see what

percentage of people make it through each step of your funnel:

What about if there are a ton of different paths people can take to

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Google_Analytics.jpg
http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Goal_Funnel_-_Google_Analytics.jpg


signing up or buying?

For example: In that free trial example, what if you want to see if people

first look at a features page, watch a video, or go anywhere else before

ending up on the /signup page?

Conversion Path Method 2: UTM Parameters

Note: This will only work if your blog is on a separate domain with it's own
google analytics (i.e. blog.yoursite.com). If your blog lives on
yoursite.com/blog, you shouldn't put UTM parameters on links from your
blog to other pages on your site, because GA will count visitors as new
once they click those links. Then you're double counting visitors. Instead,
what you can do is use UTM parameters for all links you generate that
point to the blog. So links from your email marketing that promote posts,
links you put on Twitter and Facebook, etc.

A useful trick to just get an overall picture of how many visitors to any
page came from the blog is to use UTM parameters on all links from the

blog to the site.

If your blog is already up and running, doing this retroactively can be

tedious, but if you do it, you can go to any page and see how many

people came from each Source/Medium. You'll also be able to see the %

of traffic that came from your blog:



If you've never used UTM parameters before, they look complicated but

are pretty easy to setup. It's really just adding some names to the URL so

GA knows where the traffic is coming from.

Step 1: Go to the Google URL Builder

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/all_pages.jpg
http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Pages_-_Google_Analytics.jpg


Step 2: Set the “medium" to “blog" (or whatever you call your blog). Set

the source to a name that describes which link on the blog this is for (e.g.

“sidebar", “navbar", “midpost", “popup", etc.), and set the campaign to a

description of the end goal (e.g. “freetrial")

For example, here's a hypothetical URL that we could set up for Grow and

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/URL_builder_-_Analytics_Help1.jpg


Convert, if this was a blog attached to, say, a SaaS app:

Measurement Recap

Here are the steps you'll need to implement to be able to track purchases

that originated from your blog traffic:

1. Set up goals in GA. Either manually, or with the e-commerce

integration, if you have a store.

2. Use the landing page report to see how many conversions came from

people who entered the site from your blog (you get credit for these!)

3. To see where else blog traffic is going (besides just a few “goal

completion urls"), use a simple UTM parameter scheme for all links

from the blog

Of course, measurement just sets the stage for optimization, since you

can now actually see what effect your changes make.

Optimizing Your Links to Send More
Readers Into Your Funnel

There has been a lot written previously on how to write links so that they

get more clicks, so I'm not going to cover that in this section.

Instead, I want to focus on: placement of CTAs. The questions you might

be asking yourself are: should you use a sidebar form, slider on the

bottom right, end of post CTA, or popup?

I've found that these more fundamental decisions generally make a more

sizable impact in getting readers to click and engage than copy tweaks.

Call to Action Placement: Analyzing where
people click

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/URL_builder_-_Analytics_Help.jpg


Here's the typical blog layout:

The question is: Where should you put your calls to action?

Example: A Yoga Store and Blog

For fun, let's add some context to this discussion, and assume this is a

yoga e-commerce site that sells yoga apparel and equipment. As you'd

expect, the blog covers all sorts of yoga related articles: poses, routines,

stretching, nutrition, equipment, meditation, etc.

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/typical_blog_layout.jpg


The conversion path for a reader is pretty straightforward: You're reading

about yoga moves, you're therefore obviously into yoga (or trying to learn)

– you may need yoga mats, blocks, belts, or clothes. If you do, the store

hopes that you buy it on their site instead of Googling or going to your

local brick and mortar.

That's the conversion goal: Get readers to click over to the store and buy

right now. Or get them to join an email list so you can keep reminding

them to get their pants at your store instead of Lululemon.

To do this, let me walk through a list of possible ways to present your call

to action, and provide some data from an actual case study to see which

ones convert well and which do not.

Exploring Placement Options for your CTAs
and their Pros and Cons

Here are the different options covered in this section and rough

conversion rate ranges I've seen for email capture forms in each of these

locations:

Sidebar CTAs – 0.5% – 1.5%

Generic end of post CTAs – 0.5% – 1.5%

Pop-ups – 1% – 8%

Sliders and bars: 1% – 5%

Welcome Gates: 10% – 25%

Featurebox: 3% – 9%

Navbar: Varies

(If instead you're just linking to a page, expect higher rates.)

Let me state one conclusion upfront – just so you're on the same page as

me while reading this section: Pop-ups, welcome gates, and some other

schemes routinely convert in the mid to low single digit percents (2% –

6%). So, I often refer to sub 1% rates (e.g. a typical sidebar newsletter

form) as a “low" rate. What I mean is, low relative to other options you

have.

Final Caveat: Take all of my numbers with a grain of salt. It's just what I've

seen for blogs in certain niches with about 2000 – 150,000 uniques per

month. Websites are like snowflakes…etc. etc….you get it.



On to the good stuff.

The Sidebar

Blog sidebars are the single most common place that companies put

CTAs to try to convert people.

Think of the laziest optin forms you've seen (“Join our newsletter". Yay,

sounds exciting…said no one ever), they are almost always in the

righthand sidebar.

But how well do they actually convert?

For blogs that put email opt-ins in the sidebar, I typically see conversion

rates around 0.5% – 1.5%, depending on the traffic of the site.

For example: A business and startup blog that I worked with got around

11,000 uniques a month. They had a sidebar CTA promoting an ebook

that got a 0.95% a click through rate.

In the above example, the company also had a bunch of other widgets in

the sidebar which distracted visitors from converting on that one CTA.

One way they could've increased their CTA is to put only one CTA in the

sidebar.

For example: Another business and marketing blog, Videofruit.com, only

had one CTA in the sidebar (an image promoting some free material) and

that one image got a click through rate 1.64%, which is the highest that

I've seen for sidebar CTAs.

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Results__Sidebar_optin__sitewide___3_.jpg
http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Videofruit_sidebar_click_rate.jpg


Sidebar Recommendation: So, my recommendation for most blogs is to

put a CTA in the sidebar – just make sure not to add too many other

widgets in there. And don't worry about A/B testing it unless you have a

lot of traffic (100,000+ uniques/month). If you get a 50% uplift from an

A/B test on a 0.5% baseline, you're only converting 0.25% more.

If you do have significant traffic to your blog (100,000 uniques/month or

more), I definitely recommend a clear, simple call to action in the sidebar,

because 0.5% of 100,000 is 500 clicks/signups per month, which adds up.

Again, the more other clutter you remove from the sidebar, the better.

Finally, for folks that want to focus on higher converting items, early

experiments we've done have suggested that eliminating the sidebar

can increase overall engagement rates on other, higher click rate CTAs.

For example, we have no sidebar on this blog because we want to focus

on the content and our e-mail opt-ins are converting at a pretty solid

rate so far.

Generic End-of-Post Calls to Action

There's this phrase that people always use to explain why the end of a

post is the best place for a CTA:

If the reader made it to the end, they want more stuff from you. So give it

to them!

That sounds nice, and probably has some truth to it, but from what I've

measured, generic end of post calls to action convert just the same as the

sidebar: around 0.5% – 1.5%

This is typically because most people don't make it to the end of posts (or

any web page for that matter), so calls to action at the top of posts are

more effective. In fact, with a client of ours, Backlinko, we found that

posts where he placed certain calls to action in the top and bottom

converted around 300% better on average than posts where it was only



at the bottom.

Another thing to keep in mind at the end of a post is that there's often a

variety of things the reader is asked to do:

Join our email list!

Share this on social media!

Leave a comment!

Sign up for a webinar!

It's overwhelming. Distraction is a well known conversion killer, so…

End of Section Recommendation: If you want, put a simple call to action

to click to your store, app homepage, or features page. But if you already

have a bunch of calls to action at the end of the post, just skip adding

another one and move on to bigger wins. If you can avoid a bunch of asks,

it will help keep readers coming back long-term.

One last note: In the example above, I'm referring to generic end of post

calls to action. Things like: “Like this content? Sign up for our email list!"

“Check out our store!" etc.

I'll do an entirely separate section on content-specific calls to action,

which can be placed at the top, middle, or end of the post and convert an

order of magnitude higher.

Pop-ups

I'm just going to cut to the chase. Pop-ups convert.

I know, people are afraid it will annoy readers or reduce engagement, but

over and over again I've seen pop-ups reach conversion rates that

common sidebar and generic end of post CTAs just don't reach.

Let's see some examples.

Note: All of these examples are for pop-ups asking for an email. In

general, just asking for a click without an email will convert even better.

First, let's start close to home. This blog's generic, site-wide pop-up is

triggered when someone scrolls halfway down a page. This pop-up is

converting at 4.01%.



Think about that compared to sidebar and end of post opt-in rates. If

those convert at 1%, and that's considered “good." This pop-up is

converting at 400% higher (that's why we have forgone the sidebar

altogether and instead focused on these higher converting tactics).

These numbers aren't just representative of a site with lower traffic. For an

SEO blog that gets 100,000+ uniques a month (with the largest chunk

being organic search), their generic site-wide pop-up converted at 3.31%

There are only a few triggers for a pop-up: timed, scroll, or exit intent (I'm

excluding a manual link to a modal, which is a different concept). If

you're concerned about annoying readers, simply try an exit-intent

trigger, which is less intrusive than a timed or scroll-based trigger. I

haven't seen much evidence of pop-ups reducing SEO rankings or

increasing reader complaints. For example, on this blog, we have a scroll-

based trigger for our site-wide pop-up and it's converting well (4%) and

readers are consistently responding to our welcome email positively.

Pop-up Recommendation Use them. You can use them in two ways:

1. Direct readers to an app landing page, e-commerce product page, or

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Sitewide_popup_conversion_rate.jpg
http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/sitewide_popup_conversions.jpg


your homepage to get them in your main funnel

2. Capture their email – which is one of the highest converting

marketing channels around

Sliders and Bars

This is a more subtle cousin of the pop-up. A simple bar appears at the

top or bottom of the page:

Or a slider appears in the bottom right or bottom left corner of the page

(usually after scrolling for some time):

Slider conversion rates are generally lower than pop-ups. But if your slider

is large and compelling, it can approach the same conversion rates as

pop-ups (low single digit %s).

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Smart_bar.jpg
http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/slider_optin_form.jpg


As for simple “Hellobar style" top-of-page CTAs, in my experience, they

generally convert in the 1% range – so not quite as high as pop-ups. If you

don't make the CTAs stand out, your conversion rate might be even worse

than 1%.

Slider and Bar Recommendation: You can experiment with these in

addition to an exit intent pop-up, or if you have good design and copy,

potentially in place of one. My only concern here is to be careful about

making the reading experience too intrusive with too many items

coming up and covering the content (e.g. I don't recommend using both:

a timed pop-up and a timed slider. But a slider that shows up at the end

of an article and a pop-up on exit intent is manageable).

Good for Mobile! One good use for “smart bars" is on mobile. Pop-ups on

mobile are really annoying and their conversion rates are often really low.

But having a slider at the bottom that lets you keep reading content, but

promotes a product page, or landing page on a specific topic, is a good

way to get mobile traffic to engage further with your brand.

For example, check out how non-intrusive the mobile version of the

bottom-of-page bar from DoubleYourFreelancing.com pictured above:



It's not garrish. You can keep reading without getting annoyed. But it still

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/mobile-bar.png


promotes the top of their funnel: getting readers into their free course.

Welcome Gate

Welcome gates are aggressive, but they convert like crazy. Let me show

you what I mean.

Andrew Warner has a very popular blog/podcast called Mixergy, and if

you go to Mixergy.com, this is what you get:

Now, you can scroll to the bottom and click into his site, but previously

you had no option but to either close the window or signup.

Does this probably annoy visitors? Yes.

Does this convert well? Definitely.

I've seen homepage gates convert from 15% up to 25% of traffic into

email subscribers.

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Mixergy_Welcome_Gate.jpg


And it's not just for blogs. The ecommerce site HauteLook

(acquired by Nordstroms) for the longest time had a homepage gate that

you could not “exit out of". So you literally could not shop without signing

up:

That's gutsy.

In SaaS, the heatmapping company CrazyEgg puts a twist on this

concept by getting you to interact with their app (as opposed to signup)

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/ecommerce_welcome_gate.jpg


with this homepage, which is very unique compared to the usual “Let me

tell you about all of our features!" homepage of most SaaS sites. (Note

they do give you an out here with “Tell Me More")

Welcome Gate Recommendation: If you are serious about conversions,

you should use them. But let me also say that I have a mixed relationship

with welcome gates. On the one hand, the conversion side of me loves

how well they convert – they work like a landing page because you

remove all distractions, and have one clear goal as a user.

But the other part of me worries that I might lose a key client because

they aren't ready to give us their e-mail yet, and we're not giving them a

chance to scroll through our site and get to know our company. That's

the reason you don't see one on this site or my agency's site.

Featurebox

This is a “welcome gate lite". The phrase was coined originally by Derek

Halpern of Social Triggers and refers to just having a nice above the fold

section of your homepage, or even on every article page, that is dedicated

to promoting your email list or store/app.

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/SaaS_Welcome_Gate.jpg


It serves two purposes:

1. To explain what the heck this site is about

2. To convert visitors.

As I alluded to above, in lieu of a welcome gate, I have a Featurebox on

my agency site's homepage:

As a result, my homepage consistently converted around 5% of visitors

throughout 2015:

For SaaS businesses, you can even do something similar to what Buffer

does and let people signup for the app right in the featurebox (brilliant):

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Featurebox.jpg
http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/homepage_conversion_rate.jpg


Featurebox Recommendation: Use a Featurebox  if you're interested in

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/SaaS_featurebox.jpg


driving blog traffic to your main site with the goal of having a user sign up

for something, or make a purchase. This is a perfect place to explain what

your company offers and provide a simple link to your homepage or

landing page.

Depending on the size of your featurebox and how aggressive you want

to be, you can have this just appear on your blog's homepage, or on every

post. For this blog for example, it only appears on the homepage.

Optimized Nav-bar

I've saved one of the most fundamental CTA areas for last: the nav-bar.

Don't ignore the nav-bar. Why? Because familiarity is how we like to

browse sites now, so if we want to go somewhere, the first place we look

is the nav-bar. So the psychology here is different than tactics like exit

intent pop-ups, which are trying to persuade people who are about to do

one thing (leave) to do something else (sign up). Instead, here you are:

1. Making it easier for people who are trying to click to an additional

page to find it

2. gently guiding them to where you want them to go.

Obviously, you have a navbar, so let's get straight to recommendations:

Navbar Recommendations

Here are strategies to use the navbar to drive more blog readers to

become customers or subscribers.

Make the navbar sticky – So when you're reading, it stays there and

encourages more clicks. The last thing you want is for a blog reader to

just skim an article and leave. (In case you weren't sure, that's the

definition of a bounce). Having a sticky navbar helps encourage

learning more about the company.

Remove Clutter – Remember that unlike homepage visitors, a lot of

blog readers have no idea who you are, they just clicked on an article

that ranked for their search term or was on their social feed. So, links

like “Team" and “Login" don't apply to blog readers. Even “features" and

“testimonials" can be less appropriate than just sending readers to a

dedicated landing page or homepage.

Choose the logo link carefully – Some companies link the logo to the

blog homepage (often because the blog is a separate WordPress



install and does that automatically). But most users click the logo to

learn more about the company itself. So it makes more sense to send

them to the homepage or a key overview page where they can start

down your funnel.

Have another key link besides the logo – Send this to a signup page, a

featured product or category, or a recent promotion. 

Make the link stand out with a different color or a border. This will

drive more curious, engaged readers to where you want (instead of

making them figure out out on their own).

The percentage of users clicking on links in navbars vary wildly in my

experience. I've worked on a blog where 7% of readers click on its logo

(around 20k uniques/month, great content, very few distractions on

page), and another that had 0.9% click on the logo (around 200k

readers, decent content, some distractions). So you'll need to measure

it yourself. But with navbar optimization, remember you aren't trying

to get people to switch their action, you're getting readers that are

already interested in exploring more (good sign!) to go to thecorrect
places to start down your funnel.

Content upgrades are a game changer for the conversion rate of your blog (or

any content based site).

But here's the #1 problem content marketers have with content upgrades: nono

timetime. To do them well, it takes time, and to do it at scale it can be oppressively

time-consuming.

So in this sectiont I'm going to walk through 3 techniques I've used, are using, or

readers have used to get most of the benefit of content upgrades with a fraction

of the time input.

As usual we'll report as much data as possible on each and every tactic.

Let's dive in…

What are Content Upgrades and How Well Do
They Convert?

In short, content upgrades are content specific bonuses. Instead of offering a

generic ebook at the end of your posts, you offer a bonus that's intimately tied to

the topic of that post itself.

The #1 Problem with
Content Upgrades and What
I've Learned To Do Instead
In the last section on converting blog traffic, we talked about
measuring your conversion rates and putting calls-to-actions in the
proper places so you convert as much traffic into leads as possible.

In this section we're going to talk about a particular conversion tactic
called content upgrades.



And they convert like crazycrazy.

For example, we implemented content upgrades on a few high traffic posts on

JeffBullas.com, and after 2 months, the 4 posts with content upgrades were

converting 344% more than the rest converting 344% more than the rest of the top 20 posts on his site.

What were the upgrades? We made simple checklists of the strategies he was

writing about in those posts. For example, here's a checklist for a post he had on

SEO:

http://www.jeffbullas.com/2015/07/23/increased-email-conversions-344/
http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Conversion-rate-example-for-email-conversions-from-content-upgrades.jpg


We gave away these checklists free in exchange for an email.

The reason content upgrades convert so well is because users on that page are

already reading a post about SEO. So when they see an offer for something

intimately related to implementing that posts' ideas (the checklist), a far greater

percentage of them optin. These types of optins work much better than

something like a generic eBook offered site-wide.

Brian Dean of Backlinko.com implemented a similar checklist style content

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/SEO-tips-email-conversions-from-content-upgrades-example.jpg


upgrade on one his articles and saw a 785% increase in conversion ratesaw a 785% increase in conversion rate from

0.54% to 4.82%.

Just to make sure we're on the same page about how outrageous these

conversion “lifts" are, keep in mind that I do A/B testing for companies

professionally and you simply don't see multiple hundred percent lifts with

things like A/B testing.

So let's look at how impactful these sorts of lifts can be.

The Impact That a 500% Increase in Optins Can
Have On Lead Generation

If your business has a blog that is getting 100,000 uniques a month, generating

300% to 800% more email addresses or leads from the traffic can be a top-of-

the-funnel game changer.game changer.

For example, let's say you run marketing at a SaaS business (say a sales/CRM

platform) and you spend 2 years building a sales blog to 100,000 uniques a

month. Great.

Let's say you convert 0.5% of that traffic to an email list, where they get sent

through an autoresponder that eventually pitches them a free trial of your

platform. Assume 10% of subscribers from the autoresponder start a free trial.

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/conversion_rate_increase.png


That means every month you're getting 50 free trials from the blog

(100k*0.5%*10%).

But if you increased that rate by 500% (to 2.5% optins from blog content)?

That's 250 leads, or 200 more free trials a month!

If you are already making money or growing at 50/month, imagine what shifting

to 250 would do.

The Problem With Content Upgrades Is,
Ironically, Content

Side note:Side note: People love to critique others' improper use of the word “irony". Am I

using it correctly here? If not, leave me a comment. You can judge me for my

grammar, and I'll judge you back for judging me for my grammar.

The problem with content upgrades, of course, is that they require you to make a

unique bonus for each blog post. You can imagine how tedious that would be on

large blogs with lots of posts and lots of traffic.

In my math for the hypothetical SaaS business above, to see a 500% increase in

optins blog-wide, they'd have to in theory make a content upgrade for everymake a content upgrade for every

post.post. That's going to be tough. Very few blogs of that size have a manageable

number of posts.

So what do you do?So what do you do?

Today we're going to talk about 3 solutions that have worked well for me and

other companies we've done this for:

1. The TopicboxThe Topicbox – How to use a few content upgrades across a multitude of blog

posts to get the majority of the conversion gain with a minimum of work.

2. The PDFThe PDF – Developing a repeatable process to give bonuses away for every

post

3. The CliffhangerThe Cliffhanger – How to use the content itself to increase optin rates

without a unique upgrade.

The Topicbox

Last year a company approached me to help increase their email optins from

content. I thought:



Great! I can most certainly help you with that…

I had been working with blogs big and small to help grow their email lists, so I

felt like like this was totally up my alley. The #1 tool I had in my arsenal was the

content upgrade.

I was so confident that I would walk in, teach them what a content upgrade is,

implement a bunch, their conversion rate would go through the roof, and we'd

all be smoking cigars in a hot tub with gold chains around our necks.

Then they told me what their site was: an investing news site that publishes ~50

new articles a day.

What?! How were we supposed to make content upgrades for 50 new
articles every day?

It sounded impossible.

Then I thought I had brilliant idea #2: Let me just look at their top 20 most

popular pages and make content upgrades for those, and by the grace of the

80/20 rule, I'll convert most of their traffic.

That's when I learned something about traffic for news sites: they're hella spikey

(Benji wants me to point out that “hella" is a Northern Califonian phrase). There's

a spike in traffic when it comes out, and then it dies down as the next day/week's

news takes hold. Traffic graphs like this are not unusual (this is an actual

screenshot from a single article on ValueWalk ):



The top 20 articles this month are different from the top 20 next month. So

making a single content upgrade for a single article doesn't make sense.

Argh. So now what?

That's when I had this idea:

What if instead of making content upgrades for individual articles, I just madeWhat if instead of making content upgrades for individual articles, I just made

topic-specifictopic-specific content upgrades. This way I could use them across an entire content upgrades. This way I could use them across an entire

category of articles (past and future).category of articles (past and future).

After all, the site reliably published articles on a few set topics: certain investing

frameworks, certain famous investors, certain companies, and certain political

issues.

So, we worked with their creative team to create guides, books, or “best of"

pages for each of those categories and we gave them away in exchange for an

optin.

To easily implement them sitewide, we used Optinmonster popups because they

let you target by WordPress category. By using this tool we could set a popup to

show on all posts in a certain category. All articles from then on in that category
would show that popup.

That's why I called this the Topicbox TechniqueTopicbox Technique, because we used lightbox

popups to actually promote the topic specific bonuses.

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/valuewalk.jpg


It worked brilliantly:

Over the course of a couple months of rolling this out, we saw a 216% increasewe saw a 216% increase

in optins.in optins.

And again, because their site was meticulous about having writers categorize

each article, we didn't have to keep going back and adding individual URLs to the

popups as new articles got published.

Steps to do this on your own site

Step 1:Step 1: Figure out what your categories are.

If you're like most blogs, you don't have meticulous categorization of each post

in WordPress. You also probably don't publish 50 articles a day, so adding URLs

manually to a popup is no big deal. In that case, you can use any popup service

that lets you target by URL. Sumome, for example, let's you do that for free.

To actually group posts into topics, just go through your top 20 – 50 posts in

Google Analytics, look for patterns, and start labeling them by rough topic area.

For example, here's how I would do that for Grow and Convert (even though we

don't have 20 posts yet).
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Step 2:Step 2: Create genuinely useful bonuses for those posts

Even this step may sound like it's too tedious:

I have to create 5 ebooks! FML….

Let me say this once and for all: eBooks are not the be all end all of leadeBooks are not the be all end all of lead

magnets. In fact, they're a bit over done, don't you think?magnets. In fact, they're a bit over done, don't you think?

In fact, even the “ultimate guide" is getting a bit tedious (do we really need

another 100 tips to grow a social following?).

Let me give you some alternatives (instead of just complaining):

For personal, B2C blogs, try an insanely specific Q&A on a topic.For personal, B2C blogs, try an insanely specific Q&A on a topic.  So for a

fitness blog, if a topic is nutrition, you should pretty easily know (or be able to

figure out) what the main 5 questions your readers ask about nutrition are.

Answer them. Either by text, or by video. And offer that as the topic specific

bonus. You don't need 100 questions! Or even 10, which is the most popular

listicle number. Just a handful of questions answered really well will do the

trick. It feels (and actually is) a lot more unique, specific, and valuable, than

“My Ultimate Guide to Nutrition!", which has been done to death.
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For a B2B business, try a case study or collection of case studies on thatFor a B2B business, try a case study or collection of case studies on that

topic. topic. This shows your expertise, and people looking to achieve a certain goal

usually can't get enough of seeing other people achieve that goal. One

caveat: Make sure the case study isn't just a 2 page PowerPoint presentation

that has no meat about what actually happened and mostly just sells your

company. That's not enticing. If “legal won't let me give more details" is an

excuse, then think of something else.

Step 3:Step 3: Give the bonus away with a popup (or slider, or on page form) on all
posts on that topic.

I mentioned how to do it with Optinmonster using WordPress categories. If you

have a manageable number of posts, then you can also use a tool like Sumome to

target specific URLs to show your popup.

The PDF of the Post ItselfThe PDF of the Post Itself

This is a lazy yet repeatable way to turn posts into a content upgrade: Just turn

the post into a PDF.

Yes, it sounds ridiculous: Why would someone optin to get a PDF of what they

just read. But trust me, people actually want that, for 2 reasons:

1. Most of your unique visitors to a post do not read the post. As evidence, my

agency once investigated why some of a client's posts (Backlinko's) were

converting really well (>4-8%) while others were not (<1-3%) when they all

had content upgrades. We found that the posts that mentioned the content

upgrade at the top were convert 315% better than the ones that only
mentioned the content upgrade at the end. Think about that, it means even

people who are willing to optin for the upgrade (your most engaged readers)

won't optin unless you offer it at the top because they actually never scroll to

the bottom. Think about that again.

2. Even if they do read the whole thing, people love saving things to read later

and a PDF let's you do that.

For example, just a few posts ago, a Grow and Convert reader, Michael, actually

asked us for a PDF of the post:



In fact, Michael has noticed on his own blog that the PDF version of a post often

gets the most signups.

For example, he has a mega post on doing SEO audits, and offers 2 content

upgrades: a checklist and a PDF download:
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When he looks at his conversion rates, the PDF download is outperforming the

“true" content upgrade (a checklist) on this post by almost double (left):

And the PDF outperformed on another post as well (right), where Michael

analyzed a bunch of data from top bloggers and presented his analysis in the

post. The content upgrade was the full spreadsheet of the data, but the PDF still

got more downloads.

That's crazy because the spreadsheet in that post is a really topical content

upgrade. And yet, people still preferred the PDF.

So, if you're looking for a scalable process to implement content upgrades blog

wide, PDF-ing (long) posts is definitely something I would consider. You will

have to actually scale it somehow though, so fair warning.

It took me 15 minutes to PDF this post and I hired someone from Fiverr to do the

previous one (for $5, although it seems everyone on Fiverr always wants to

convince you that your task requires purchasing bonuses…argh.).

I haven't done this myself at scale, but here are some ideas:

1. ManualManual – If this converts well and readers keep wanting PDFs, we're thinking

of drafting all posts in Word or Pages, finalizing there, saving as PDF, then, as

the last step, importing them into WordPress. I did a couple of (unscientific



surveys) on how many people draft directly in WordPress and, was, quite

frankly, shocked at how basically no one drafts in WordPress (am I really the

only one?!)

2. So, if you're already drafting it somewhere outside of WordPress, then this

will add 37 seconds of saving as PDF to your workflow, as long as your

“somewhere else" is a word processor built after 1997.

3. AssistantAssistant – Hire an assistant to turn every post into a PDF. Simple enough.

4. SoftwareSoftware – If your company is big enough, this is something to consider. If

Instapaper, Pocket, Evernote, and a bunch of other services can scrape a page

for the article, surely your tech team can find a way to do that for your blog

and turn each into a PDF in a click or two. (Side note: If you know of software

that does this already, let us know in the comments.)

The CliffHangerThe CliffHanger

So just to recap, we've now covered creating fewer content upgrades (Topicbox

Technique), and repeatable upgrades (PDFs). You should be able to get solid

conversion rates with those.

This last example is going to be (in some ways) even easier than the other two:

instead of a content upgrade, just give your audience a cliffhanger for the give your audience a cliffhanger for the nextnext
post.post.

Since Grow and Convert has, to date, been a side project

(100% emotional commitment, less than 100% time), we just haven't had the

time to create content upgrades.

So instead, this is something we've just started trying on Grow and Convert and

it's converting moderately well, considering how much easier it is than content

upgrades. We haven't hit conversion rates as high as real content upgrades (not

surprising) but considering how much easier this is, it's worth mentioning, so you

have it in your arsenal.

Here's how it works.

Step 1:Step 1: We take a topic (such as this post's topic: converting readers from

content marketing), and plan to write 2 or 3 posts on it.

Step 2:Step 2: When we write the first post on the topic, we intentionally tease the next



post on the topic.

For example, in a post titled "The Suggested Search Hack", we teased the next

post in the series:

Step 3:Step 3: Then we attach a call to action with that tease to collect emails.

So in the above example, below the paragraph we showed above, we included an

explicit call to action to get notified when Part 2 comes out. When you click the

link , it opens this optin form:
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The post has received 3394 unique pageviews to date and created 108 email

subscribers:

So it has a 3.2% conversion rate.

Since Grow and Convert is all about transparency, let me be the first to tell you

that 3.2% on a good blog post with our current level of traffic (10k uniques) is

not stellar (if we had a really good content upgrade, we should convert 6%+).

But considering we literally have no content upgrade for that post, that's pretty

damn good. And note that 3.2% doesn't include the people who landed on that

post and joined via our sitewide popup or by clicking to the homepage and

joining via our featurebox.

In the last post, we did something similar, but our CTA for the next post in the

series wasn't as clear (the popup just said “get updates of future posts"), and it's

only converted around 2.1%. That's starting to approach “not good enough"

territory, so, use this method with caution.

Do This On Your Own Blog: Become a Content
Conversion Pro

Over the course of 2 posts and over 7000 words, we've now covered multiple

aspects of converting blog traffic into email subscribers:

How to set up analytics to measure conversions

Where to place optin forms so they convert the best (popups vs. sidebar vs.

smartbars, etc.)

What content upgrades are

Alternatives to content upgrades that convert well but take less time.

This is a lot of information. But if you actually apply it, you will almost

guaranteedly see more emails or leads come through from your content

marketing.



Do you have a blog that gets traffic but isn't generating a ton of revenue

for your business?

After talking with numerous businesses over the last few weeks, I've

realized that this is a common challenge.

Many people are focused on creating content that gets a ton of traffic,

but from what I've seen recently, many aren't focused on mapping their

content strategy to buyer's search intent at different stages in the sales

funnel.

Let me explain further, do you resonate with either of these examples?

You want $10k monthly deal sizes for your agency and you're
currently getting leads from companies who can barely afford
$1k a month? Or even worse, the prospects you're getting don't
have revenue.

Or.

You run marketing for a SaaS company and you're driving a lot
of great traffic to your blog, but your traffic doesn't convert to
free trials, or your other funnel goals?

Growing From 0-12k
Organic Visitors by
Mapping Content to
the Sales Funnel
How I used the Suggested Search Hack to boost SEO traffic



You can create content that strategically brings leads in at different

places in your sales funnel. That's what I'm going to show you in this

section (Part 1 of the series).

Here's what I'm going to cover:

1. I'm going to walk you through how we were able to grow our search

traffic to over 12k visitors a month in 6 months at ThinkApps (No, It

wasn't through standard keyword research).

2. I'll show you the strategy that I used to match content to different

stages in the marketing/sales funnel – top level awareness, mid-funnel,

and low funnel opportunities (No, the strategy isn't to be everywhere

and drive leads from reputable blogs to your site with the hope of

converting a percentage of those to customers).

In Part 2 of the series:

I'll show you how we converted leads directly off the blog ( No, it wasn't

with whitepapers, eBooks, webinars or any of those standard

techniques that you're probably thinking of. I'm talking direct-response

leads from your blog).

Ready? Let's get started.

Identifying Where to Focus Our Content
Efforts

When I joined ThinkApps as their first marketing hire, I was in a tough

spot. I joined a tech company that did software development but I knew

nothing about software development.

When I first started, we were pre-product-market fit, and we were in the

process of trying to figure out which audience we were going to target.

When I surveyed the landscape of different software development firms, I

realized a number of things:

1. There was a lack of trust in the industry (a lot of people had been

burned by different companies and freelancers).

2. Typically there was poor communication between the client and the

firm (typically the client didn't know how things were progressing



with their project).

3. If someone was non-technical trying to get a product built, typically

they didn't know what they didn't know (I was one of those people).

4. There was a lack of really good content that helped people with

various challenges in getting products built (this is what we

capitalized on).

My goal was to build the best resource out there about building

products for iOS, Android, and Web. Later Apple watch. 

The reason I'm listing these realizations is because I set out to create

content that hit on all of those four points. It actually helped me being

non-technical, because, on a lot of subjects, I had the same questions and

pain points as our potential prospects had.

How I Did Research to Figure Out What
Content Would Bring in the Right
Customers for Each Stage of the Sales
Funnel

The first thing I did was listen in on prospect phone calls and write down

all the questions that we were getting from prospects that were really

early on in the buying process. This helped me identify some of the pain

points people faced early on in the buyer's journey.

Next, I talked to some of our current clients and heard some horror

stories that they faced when dealing with other agencies and freelancers.

Things such as: How a client had spent $50k on development with

another company and ended up with an unfinished product. I took notes

during these conversations and then looked for common challenges our

clients had faced with other firms.

Then, I listened in on later stage conversations and wrote down notes of

questions and objections that people had prior to purchasing. I also

called prospects myself so that I could ask the questions I needed to

understand the buyer in-depth.



Once I had a list of common pain points that people had at
different stages in the sales funnel, I set out to create content
that directly matched someone's search intent and solved
someone's pain point.

The Google Suggested Search Hack

“Regular" keyword research for content marketing generally involves

sorting through keywords in your niche by search volume. And

depending on how much domain authority, time, and resources you

have, going after the highest volume keywords you think you can rank

for.

This works well for companies that have a lot of resources, a high domain

authority, and time to build links. But unfortunately, I didn't have any of

those.

I needed a way to bring in people who were looking to build apps. Since

it was nearly impossible for us to rank for head terms like “mobile app

development," I went the route of going after long-tail keywords, and

more specifically going after long-tail keywords that matched different

stages in the sales funnel.

Here's how it works:

If someone is doing research on a product or service – they're likely

interested in learning something, or they're stuck with a tough situation

where they need help. So, they're not going to Google some general head

term like “iPhone apps".

They would be searching for something more like:

How-tos — How do I build an app? (Top of Funnel – Doing initial research

most likely before they have a vetted idea)

Comparisons — iOS vs. Android Development (Mid-Funnel – they likely

have an idea and are deciding on a platform to build on. But they

probably haven't picked a development company yet)

Questions — What is the best app development studio in San Francisco?



(Low Funnel – They likely know what they want to build and are looking

for someone to build an app for them)

Head terms work if the person already knows what they're going to

purchase. However, if you're going after head terms with content

marketing, sometimes it's hard to know the intent of the buyer.

Long-tail keywords capture pains that people face that they're looking

for answers to, and are more indicative of different stages in the sales

funnel for larger, more complex, purchases.

If you're doing content marketing for a business where there's any buyers

journey at all, you need to be going after long-tail search traffic that

answers questions that people have at different stages in the sales

funnel.

Note: This strategy works really well for expensive products and services
that have long sales cycles. But, don't think this strategy wouldn't work
for cheaper products or even e-commerce businesses. It does. Let's say
you were an online store that sells tennis equipment or you were a tennis
coach that sells lessons. A post example might be “How can I improve my
tennis forehand" or “What is the best tennis racket for high school
players." Then you could include a product listing in that post to try to
convert that traffic.

Here's the best way that I've found to write articles
that rank for the long tail terms that attract your
exact buyers (The Google Suggested Search Hack)

Go to Google with the list of questions that you've come up with (that

your buyers have) and start typing in questions and seeing what comes

up.

You should have questions that address the top of the funnel, the middle

of the funnel, and the bottom of the funnel.

For example: How to build an app like ____

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Screen-Shot-2016-01-26-at-10.43.52-PM.png


The top four results are Uber, Tinder, Snapchat, and Yelp.

If no one has written an article about this exact topic – then it will

generally be easier for you to rank for that term (and you know that a ton

of people are already searching for answers to that question).

For example, Quora is the highest search listing and 68,000+ people have

viewed the answer!
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If you were to use this suggested search term, and write an entire post

about “How to Build an App Like Uber", then chances are if you get some

good links to the post, or (if you already have high domain authority),

you'll rank higher than most of these results because your content

better matches the intent that the user was looking for.

Mapping Content to the Top of The Funnel,
Middle, and Bottom of the Sales Funnel

In this specific example, your hypothetical, high-ranking article, “How to

Build an App Like Uber" would map to the top of the funnel for a sales

lead.

Reason being, this person is probably still in early research stages of

building an app. They have an idea in their head of what they want to

build but are doing research on similar apps, and/or don't know the first

place to start. These type of posts are great to bring people in at the top

of the funnel and build awareness of your brand. It'd be ideal to put calls

to action to join your email list so you can solidify your position as a

domain expert in their mind. Also, this is a great way to build trust with

your reader at their first touch point with a brand in this space.
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How we Used This Strategy and Went from 0-
12k/monthly SEO Visitors at ThinkApps
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If you look at the ThinkApps blog, you'll see that a lot of our blog content

follows this exact strategy. Here are some examples that show how we

mapped content to different stages in the buyer's journey.

Examples of Top of Funnel Content

The Process of Creating an App Explained

This post goes into everything someone would need to know before

approaching a developer and also an overview of what the process looks

like: User Stories, Wireframing, UX design, UI Design, Development, and

Testing.

Questions To Ask When Hiring an App Developer

This post covered questions that people could ask to evaluate a

development team. A lot of people don't know what they don't know

and while some might think this post was later in the buyer journey, a lot

of people don't even know that design and development are separate! So

we needed to educate the market with some higher-level posts.

Examples of Mid-Funnel Content
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For our middle of the funnel content we focused on mainly comparison

posts that people would likely have once they've already decided they

wanted to build an app.

Cross-Platform Mobile Development

A lot of companies would ask about solutions like PhoneGap, Sencha,

and other cross-platform tools instead of building native apps. When

they searched for cross-platform tools, we wanted to steer the

conversation. We covered the pros and cons of the different tools and

then also discussed drawbacks of using that kind of technology.
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Responsive Web Apps vs. Native Apps

Again, this was a question a lot of companies had as they were narrowing

down options on how to build their app. A lot of companies were still

questioning whether it was more effective to build a native app or to

build a responsive web app. We created a post that went through the

pros and cons of each and helped potential prospects make that

decision.
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Note: I left ThinkApps in April of last year and they still rank really well.

Some of the other posts such as iOS vs. Android have since dropped off. If

you notice your ranking start falling in webmaster tools, update your post

by making it more robust and start getting more links.

Examples of Low-Funnel Content

We could've created a lot more low-funnel content- such as content that

reviewed our business vs. another business. Or, we could've compiled a

list of reviews from our clients about our business and titled the post

“ThinkApps reviews"- being that these are pretty common terms that

people would search for when they're ready to purchase.

I think that many businesses are scared to create that type of content

themselves, but if you do, you can control the conversation about your

brand (and potentially about your competition as well).

The Definitive Guide To Adding Payments to Your Web or Mobile App
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At the point when this piece was created, I had already left ThinkApps.

But Becky Cruze, who I worked closely with at ThinkApps while we built

this blog, took over and did an amazing job keeping up our content

strategy.

Anyone who is looking to build an app that accepts payments might be

looking for a piece like this. This person would already be pretty far down

the decision tree when it comes to building an app. So, this piece of

content captures someone who is building a very specific type of app

that has likely already made a decision to build it.

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Screen-Shot-2016-01-26-at-11.55.58-PM.png
http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/addingpaymentstoanapp.png


Notice that we didn't make this a gated piece of content, or a

whitepaper, or an eBook. It's just a blog post.

As I referenced above, I think too many people try to gate content that

ISN'T INTERESTING or ISN'T THAT VALUABLE. I'll show you how we used

low funnel blog posts, and then added value to capture information and

have conversations with potential prospects in the next post.

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Screen-Shot-2016-01-26-at-11.56.05-PM.png


Similar to the piece above, this article goes after people who are looking

to build a very specific type of app (typically dating apps or apps that

require a P2P. If someone was searching for this type of content, they

likely have high-intent to find a developer that can build this for them.

Note: Even if you were to search for “building chat application" the post

still shows on page one.

IN CONCLUSION

1. Do your research on what questions people have at different stages in

the sales/marketing funnel.

2. Use the Google Suggested Search Hack to find low-hanging fruit

opportunities to write content about.

3. Write content that goes after long-tail search traffic that solves buyer's

pain points at the top, middle, and bottom of the funnel, and know

which pieces attract which buyers.

For every post, you'll also want to do a good job with content distribution.

The more reach your post gets, the more natural links you'll get. You can

also do link-building on top of that for the best results with this process.

Then, watch your posts bring in highly targeted organic traffic that

matches buyers intent at different stages of your funnel. No more

frustration that “all this traffic isn't converting."

http://www.growandconvert.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Screen-Shot-2016-01-27-at-9.41.27-PM.png


ThinkApps is a startup based in San Francisco that helps companies build

end-to-end mobile, web and wearable apps. I ran marketing for them for

a year, and was responsible for increasing leads and revenue for the

company.

Although I can't disclose revenue numbers since the company I worked

at is a privately-held venture backed company, I can tell you that we

closed 5 & 6 figure deals directly from our blog using the tactics

outlined below.

How We Did It

I grew Thinkapps from 0–12k organic visitors in six months, and the main

channel I chose for that was content marketing.

I chose content marketing as a growth channel because I saw a huge

opportunity to educate people about building products the right way. At

the time, I hadn't seen too many, if any, blogs that really helped people

build great products.

We grew our blog to 35,000 unique visitors in 6 months, and then our

CEO asked me to switch focus from growing our audience to monetizing

it.

In my mind, to successfully monetize the site, the first goal for us had to

How a Simple Email
Popup Can Score 6-
Figure Deals
Benji's exact strategy for generating highly-qualified sales
leads from his company blog



be to grow an engaged community of people around building products. I

always believed that it was important to build trust and a sense of

community among our readers before asking anything from them.

So we grew our blog for 4 months without monetizing it or asking our

readers for anything. Once we hit a good amount of repeat visitors and

our traffic was solid (around 25,000 unique visitors), our focus switched

to monetizing the blog.

We were a software development company and our services ranged

anywhere from $40k to $100k+, which created a couple of challenges

when it came to conversions:

1. We had a high-priced offering. We weren't just selling a $100 monthly

subscription. What we were doing required a big purchase decision to

be made.

2. We needed referrals. When people had a need to build something,

they were typically going to ask people that they knew who to go to

(referrals) and they typically needed to find a vendor to build

something quickly.

So given the situation, I didn't think that the traditional e-mail capture

conversion to drip campaign would work for this audience.

How would selling people over a period of time help convert customers

that needed our services NOW?

Also, I didn't think that the traditional free whitepaper or eBook

approach would help someone make a purchase decision. Yes it's great

to pass along in-depth information to a buyer, but really, how many

people have the time to read whitepapers these days? And how is that

going to help someone build trust with such a high-priced purchase?

Previously, my background was in running direct response social

advertising campaigns, and I started wondering…

'I wonder if we could convert sales leads directly off the blog.'

So I decided to explore that hypothesis – and I'm
glad I did.



How I Used Direct Response Opt-Ins to
Convert Leads Directly off of Our Blog

We had already been using SumoMe's tool List Builder to capture e-mails

and I knew that with the pro version, we could set up campaigns with

different popups for specific pages.

I decided to give it a try.

At the time, we were getting a lot of organic traffic for certain categories

of posts.

For example: We had a lot of posts around Apple Watch design and

development that were high ranking in organic search, a number of posts

for android vs. iOS development, and some posts for cross-platform tools.

As mentioned in the last post, looking through webmaster tools to see

the search phrases people were using gave me a good indicator of what

the intent was that someone was coming to our site for.

I decided to create 3 separate campaigns and sets of List Builder popups:

1. iOS vs. Android Development

2. Apple Watch Design & Development

3. Cross-Platform Mobile Tools

https://sumome.com/app/list-builder


Then, I used List Builder's Display Rules to trigger the pop-ups so that

they would only appear on pages related to those search term.

Unfortunately, I don't have screenshots of our webmaster tools account

but here are some examples of long-tail phrases people were coming to

our site for:

iOS vs. Android Campaign

iOS vs. Android Development (we were #2 or 3 for that term):

Apple Watch Campaign

How to Develop on Apple Watch

Apple Watch Design Principles

Apple Watch Design

Health Kit on Apple Watch

Cross-Platform Development

Cross Platform Mobile Development (2nd organic listing)

Cross platform development tools

This was the post segmentation for the apple watch campaign
I set the pop-ups to trigger after 90 seconds on page because I wanted to

make sure someone was engaged with our post before they got a pop-up

asking for their information.

The pop-up that triggered was always a value-add related to helping the

reader solve a pain point that they faced.

Typically the reader found us because they were searching for an answer

to a problem they had. An article could only help them so much.



The hypothesis was that if we could help answer a question for them, or if

we could help them solve an immediate challenge they'd be more likely

to come back to us when they needed our services. Here's an example of

the pop-up that was triggered after a reader was on the page for a

minute and 30 seconds:

Again, if you read the copy, it's not the most compelling pop-up. But here

are some reasons I think it worked:

1. It didn't come off as too salesy

2. Someone was already engaged with our content that helped them,

and this was offering a chance to talk to someone on the phone in

more detail than they were getting from our article.

I created 2 variations of each opt-in — one with the phone number and

one without. While the one without a phone number had a higher

conversion rate, the one with a phone number drove higher quality leads.

In this case, if you ask for a phone number, you're making it clear you

mean business and a qualified person will call you. That immediately

rules out people who aren't seriously interested in hiring ThinkApps to

build an app, but shows people who are that they'll get personalized

human service once they submit the form (someone will actually call

them, they won't just be sent through some autoresponder sequence).

Think about it with consumer goods, if you're buying a t-shirt, you don't

want to speak to anyone, but if you're buying a new house, you want to

speak to someone.



Other ways to do this for your business include asking for estimated

project budget and putting high enough numbers to disqualify people

who can't afford you (but make it clear you are high end to people who

can).

Or, depending on your product or service, by asking specific technical

questions that only qualified prospects would know the answer to (for

example if you sell expensive laboratory equipment like high end

microscopes or manufacturing equipment).

iOs vs. Android Development

Headline: Trying to decide between building your app on iOS or Android?

Hop on the phone with one of our mobile consultants and we'll help you

weigh the pros and cons of building on each platform. Thinkapps brings

together the world's best designers and developers to help you launch a

top-performing app.

Your info is safe with us.

Cross Platform Mobile Development



Headline: Trying to decide whether to use cross-platform tools or build

your app natively?

Hop on the phone with one of our mobile consultants and we'll share the

advantages and disadvantages of using cross-platform tools to build your

app. Thinkapps brings together the world's best designers and

developers to help you launch a top-performing app.

Your info is safe with us.

What were the results of doing this?

These numbers were from ~1 month of testing:



Cross Platform Tools: .65% conversion, 17 leads total

Apple Watch Development: 1.16% conversion, 48 leads total

iOS vs. Android: .89% conversion, 10 leads total

Now while these conversion rates might seem small, what's important to

note is that these conversion rates are people giving us their contact

information to CALL THEM.

We weren't trying to just grow an email list to later sell an info-product.

Not all of our leads were qualified but I'd say anywhere between 20%–

30% were qualified — as in had a budget, authority and need.

The campaign that did the best for us was the iOS vs. Android

development campaign. This is because if you think about where they

were in the buyer's journey, they typically had something they wanted to

build, they had the budget, and now they were looking for the last

information needed to build their app.

They typically hadn't found a vendor to work with yet, and if we helped

them weigh the pros and cons of each platform, we built trust with them

and they were more likely to come back to us to build their app.

This is a critically important point: mapping content to your buyers'

journey. If you're unsure about what I'm talking about here, it's worth it to

read the post I wrote on this topic.

Also, we tested putting just e-mail and then e-mailing people to set up a

call vs. adding phone number. While the conversion rate was around 2x

higher for just e-mail, the quality of leads that entered their phone

number was much higher.

Our super hacky workaround for lead
follow-up

We created separate lists in MailChimp and we had  List Builder send our

leads into MailChimp.



Then we used Zapier to pull our leads from MailChimp and send them

directly into Slack. This way either myself or our sales person could follow

up with someone within 5 minutes of their inquiry (this is essential for the

highest chance of converting them).



When we first tested this program, I called on almost all of the leads so

that I could get feedback about our content, our pop-up, the experience

and could check pulse on quality. Then we took the feedback from

everyone we spoke to and tweaked the campaigns.

What was the impact?

These List Builder campaigns ended up driving the most leads to our

company of any channel we tried, and we closed a few 5-figure and 6-

figure deals from leads that were sourced from here. By mapping content

to your sales funnel and by helping customers solve a challenge they face,

you will build long-lasting relationships and drive sustainable business for

your company.

How to start generating sales leads for your
business using List Builder

For the example below, I'm going to use Grow and Convert as an

example. It's important to note that our site is only about four months

old, so we aren't ranking for a ton of search terms yet. And we also don't

sell anything on our site.

This is how I'd replicate the same process above for our site if we sold

content marketing services.

First: Link webmaster tools to your website so that you can start seeing

what search terms drive organic visitors to your website.

Second: Open the Search Analytics portion of webmaster tools and look

at what keywords are driving traffic that matches a user's search intent.



Third: Sort by organic keywords that are driving the highest amount of

clicks to your site.



Again note that we don't have clicks for a majority of these keywords

because our site is really new. But if you look at some of these keywords,

you'll start to see trends in what people are searching for to find our site.

1. This might be an indicator for a product that we could build or a

service that we could create to solve a problem that people have.

2. If our company had a service or product around these keywords, we'd

target these pages for our lead capture.

Fourth: Look at the pages that these search terms are driving traffic to.

You'll want to focus on the pages that get the highest amount of clicks

from organic search. The higher the position, the better this will work for

you!

Fifth: Create a List Builder Campaign that relates to the pain point that

people are trying to solve. If you look back at the screenshot from step 3,

it looks like most people have the pain point of finding / hiring writers for

their blog. If we had a product or service that helped people find or hire

blog writers, then this would be a great way to convert leads directly off

the blog!

Start with just an e-mail and see how your pop-up converts. Then

introduce other fields like phone number and name to see how those

fields affect lead quality. The more fields, usually the lower the conversion

rate will be, however usually quality increases the more information you

ask for. So find a balance between the two that works for your business.



Sixth: Connect SumoMe to your Marketing Automation tool, Zapier, or

your favorite e-mail tool to push leads from SumoMe into your CRM. Then

follow up with the leads accordingly.

Seventh: Watch your revenue increase from your content marketing



OPTINMONSTER
Creating & A/B Testing Beautiful Lead Capture Forms Without a Developer.

MAILCHIMP
Used to manage, design, and send emails  to your growing email list

SUMOME
Free tools used to grow your website's traffic offering analytics tools, heat

mapping, email capture, and more.

ZAPIER
Zapier's "Zaps" connect apps. They are automations created using Triggers

and Actions. You can use Zaps to connect any two Zapier-supported apps to

each other, so connect your Gmail to your Dropbox, Twitter to your Slack

account, and more.

GOOGLE URL BUILDER
Generate custom campaign parameters for your advertising URLs

Tools & Resources

made with

efforts :)

http://optinmonster.com/
http://mailchimp.com/
https://sumome.com/
https://zapier.com/
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/1033867?hl=en
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